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Abstract: The set of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) based on relative motion of 

carbon nanotubes walls is proposed for use in medical nanorobots. This set includes electro-

mechanical nanothermometer, jet nanoengine, nanosyringe (the last can be used simultaneously 

as nanoprobe for individual biological molecules and drug nanodeliver). Principal schemes of 

these NEMS are considered. Operational characteristics of nanothermometer are analyzed. 

The possible methods of these NEMS actuation are considered. The present-day progress in 

nanotechnology techniques which are necessary for assembling of NEMS under consideration 

is discussed. Biocompatibility of carbon nanotubes is analyzed in connection with perspectives 

of their application in nanomedicine.
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Introduction
The considerable progress has been achieved in nanoscience in the last decades. On the 

one hand the techniques for industrial production of a wide set of nanomaterials have 

been elaborated. On the other hand the manipulation with nanometer size objects has 

been demonstrated (see, for example, Cumings and Zettl 2000) and principal schemes 

of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) have been considered (see, for review 

Kottas et al 2005). This progress opens the door to the possibility of application of 

nanosystems in nanomedicine, particularly in medical nanorobots. Two main problems 

should be solved to select nanoobjects which are perspective for such applications. 

Firstly, the design of NEMS which can be used in medical nanorobots should be 

elaborated. Secondly, the biocompatibility of nanoobjects which are movable elements 

of this NEMS should be studied.

Essential characteristics of nanoobjects are a very small feature size in the range 

of 1–100 nanometers (nm). One nanometer spans 3–5 atoms lined up in a row. As one 

of the most promising nanoobjects, carbon nanotubes (Iijima 1991) can be mentioned, 

which can occur in a variety of modifi cations (eg, single- or multi-walled, fi lled or 

surface modifi ed). Carbon nanotubes are expected to fi nd a broad fi eld of applications 

in nanoelectronics (logics, data storage or wiring, as well as cold electron sources for 

fl at panel displays and microwave amplifi ers), and also as fi llers for nanocomposites 

for materials with special properties.

The arbitrary (Yu et al 2000a, 2000b) and controlled by a nanomanipulator 

(Cumings and Zettl 2000) relative motion of walls in multi-wall carbon nanotubes 

allows to consider them as promising candidates for movable components of NEMS. 

Carbon nanotubes have a set of unique electronic and mechanical properties. For 

example, th values of both the Young modulus (see for example, Yu et al 2000a) and 

the bending elastic modulus (Dai et al 1996) of carbon nanotubes is about 1 TPA, 

fi ve times greater than the steel. The walls of carbon nanotubes can be metallic or 

semiconducting depending on wall structure controlled by chiral indexes (Saito et al 
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1992). Possible nanodevices based on such motion have 

been proposed elsewhere: constant-force nanosprings and 

free sliding telescopic arms (Cumings and A. Zettl 2000), 

nanogears (Srivastava 1997), ultra-small switching devices 

(Forro 2000), gigahertz oscillator (Zheng and Jiang 2002; 

Zheng et al 2002), and perforating nanodrill (Lozovik et al 

2003a; Lozovik et al 2003b; Lozovik and Popov 2004). 

Moreover the fi rst nanotube-based nanomotor has been real-

ized recently by Fennimore et al (2003).

Here we propose the principal schemes of the following 

carbon nanotube based NEMS for medical nanorobots:, nano-

syringe (which can be used simultaneously as nanoprobe for 

study of single biological molecules and drug nanodeliver) 

and jet nanoengine.

Calculations show that conductance of double-wall 

carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) depends on the length of an 

overlap of the walls for telescopic DWNTs (Kim and Chang 

2002) and the relative position of the walls within the unit 

cell of a DWNT for both telescopic (Hanson and Stafström 

2003) and shuttle (Hanson and Stafström 2003; Grace 

et al 2004) DWNTs. The measurement of individual carbon 

nanotube conductance has been experimentally achieved 

(see, for example, Tans et al 1997). Thus these electronic 

properties of DWNTs opens up the possibility to elaborate 

NEMS based on the relative motion of walls in DWNTs. 

For example, variable nanoresistor (Lozovik et al 2003a; 

Lozovik et al 2003b; Lozovik and Popov 2004) and strain 

nanosensor (Bichoutskaia et al 2006a) based on DWNT have 

been proposed. Here we use these electronic properties to 

propose electromechanical nanothermometer that can be used 

in medical nanorobots.

The chemical inertness of carbon nanotubes allows them 

to have a quite low toxicity (except possible inhalation tox-

icity). However it is necessary to take care of purifi cation 

of nanotubes from metal catalyst and graphite particles that 

have been shown to be responsible, at least in part, for the 

toxicity of carbon nanotubes preparations (Fiorito et al 2006). 

Conductivity and mechanical characteristics of nanotubes, 

as well as chemical inertness and their high aspect ratio, 

make them a material of choice for medical nanodevices. 

At present, carbon nanotubes can be produced by different 

methods and are already available commercially.

The present paper presents the discussion of carbon 

nanotube biocompatibility studies; gives the description of 

schemes and operation of electromechanical nanodevices 

that can be used in nanomedicine and possible ways of these 

electromechanical nanodevices actuation: by a nanomanipu-

lator, by use of electric fi eld, or by use of magnetic fi eld. The 

present-day progress in nanotechnology techniques that are 

necessary for assembling of NEMS based on relative motion 

of carbon nanotubes walls is also discussed.

Biocompatibility of carbon 
nanotubes
A potential building material for medical nanodevices is the 

graphene sheet which can form carbon nanotubes. Carbon 

fullerenes and nanotubes can be used for sensors or manipula-

tors of medical nanorobots. They can also be used to create 

electrically conductive polymers and tissue engineering 

constructs with the capacity to provide controlled electrical 

stimulation (Polizu et al 2005).

Because of the great interest in using engineered nano-

materials for medical applications, there is some information 

relevant for assessing health effects reported in this area of 

literature. Carbon nanostructures are the only class of engi-

neered nanomaterials that have received focused toxicologi-

cal characterization.

In regard to carbon nanotubes, inhalation toxicity has 

been the initial concern. Huczko et al (2001) studied the 

effects of Carbon nanotubes containing soot on guinea pigs 

intratracheally instilled, by evaluating pulmonary function 

parameters and bronchoalveolar lavage examination. They 

showed that after 4 weeks, a single intratracheal instillation 

of 25 mg Carbon nanotubes containing soot, did not change 

pulmonary function and did not induce any measurable 

infl ammation in bronchoalver space in the exposed guinea 

pigs. Warheit and co-workers (2004) evaluated the acute 

lung toxicity of intratracheally instilled single-wall carbon 

nanotubes. Exposure to high doses (5 mg/kg) single-walled 

nanotubes (SWNTs) produced mortality in ∼15% of the 

instilled rats within 24h postinstillation. This mortality 

resulted from mechanical blockage of the upper airways by 

the instillate and was not due to inherent pulmonary toxicity 

of the instilled SWNTs particulate. In the other animals, the 

intratracheal instillation exposure to SWNTs produced only a 

short term, infl ammatory and cell injury effects as evidenced 

by a transient increase in the percentage of bronchoalveolar-

recovered neutrophils, enzymes, cell proliferation rates at 24h 

post exposure, but these values were not sustained through 

the other post-exposure time periods. The lung histophatol-

ogy study showed a nondose-dependent series of multifocal 

granulomas with nonuniform distribution and not progressive 

beyond 1 month post-exposure. In another study by Lam 

and colleagues (2004) 23 mice were intratracheally instilled 

with 0, 0.1, 0.5 mg of carbon nanotubes, a carbon black 

negative control and a quartz positive control and euthanized 
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7 and 90 days for histopathological studies of the lungs. All 

nanotubes preparations induced dose-dependent epithelioid 

granulomas in the lungs and interstitial infl ammation in the 

animals of the 7 days group. These lesions persisted and were 

more pronounced in the 90 days group. The lungs of some 

animals also revealed peribronchial infl ammation and necrosis 

that were extended to the alveolar septa. The lungs of mice 

treated with carbon black were normal, whereas those treated 

with high-dose quartz revealed mild to moderate infl amma-

tion. The authors conclude that, if Carbon nanotubes reach 

the lungs, they are much more toxic than carbon black and 

can be more toxic than quartz. A study performed in human 

volunteers and in animals in order to assess the skin sensitiv-

ity to Carbon nanotubes showed that soot containing a high 

content of Carbon nanotubes did not induce any skin irritation 

in fourty people subjected to a dermatological testing, nor eyes 

irritation in rabbits instilled with the soot (Huczko and Lange 

2001). Shvedova and coworkers (2003) investigated adverse 

effects of SWNTs using a cell culture of immortalized human 

epidermal keratinocytes. After 18 hours of exposure they 

observed formation of free radicals, accumulation of peroxida-

tive products, antioxidant depletion (decrease of intracellular 

levels of glutathione), oxidation of protein SH groups, and 

depletion of total antioxidant reserve and vitamin E. Addition-

ally they observed loss of cell viability as well as ultrastruc-

tural and morphological changes in cultured skin cells. The 

researchers concluded that SWNTs exposure can result in 

accelerated oxidative stress and may produce dermal toxic-

ity in exposed workers. Others (Monteiro-Riviere et al 2005) 

explored the effects of multi-walled-nanotubes (MWNTs) 

on human epidermal keratinocytes by examining the cell 

uptake of these particles by transmission electron microscopy. 

They observed that chemically unmodifi ed MWNTs were 

present within cytoplasmic vacuoles and that induced the 

release of the proinfl ammatory cytokine interleukine 8 from 

the keratinocytes in a time dependent manner. Furthermore, 

Salvador-Morales and co-workers (2006) studied the interac-

tion between MWNTs and double-walled-nanotubes and a 

part of the human immune system, the complement cascade. 

The authors conducted haemolytic assays to investigate the 

activation of the human serum complement system via the 

classical and alternative pathways. They observed that carbon 

nanotubes activate human complement via both classical and 

alternative pathways and concluded that carbon nanotubes 

may promote damaging effects of excessive complement 

activation, such as infl ammation and granuloma formation.

The effects induced by both C
60

 fullerenes and SWNTs 

on human macrophage cells have been also recently explored 

by Fiorito and co-workers (2006). The authors observed 

that either C60 fullerenes, very highly purified carbon 

nanostructures, and SWNTs, when very highly purifi ed, 

induce apoptosis and cell death in a smaller percentage of 

cells compared to graphite particles, and do not activate 

macrophage cells to produce infl ammatory molecules. These 

results suggest that SWNTs, when very highly purifi ed and 

not containing graphite particles, could have a less infl am-

matory potential towards human macrophages and be less 

toxic against these cells

Besides the aforementioned work of Fiorito et al (2006), 

the only direct study on carbon nanotube cytocompatibility 

was by Mattson et al (2000) who grew embryonic rat-brain 

neurons on multiwalled carbon nanotubes. They reported 

that on unmodifi ed nanotubes, neurons extend only one or 

two neurites, which exhibit very few branches. In contrast, 

neurons grown on nanotubes coated with 4-hydroxynonenal 

(a bioactive molecule) elaborate multiple neuritis which 

exhibit extensive branching. This result was said to establish 

the feasibility of using nanotubes as substrates for nerve cell 

growth and as probes of neuronal function at the nanometer 

scale (Polizu et al 2005).

Carbon nanotubes have been derivatized with, among 

other chemical groups, benzyne, thionychloride and octa-

decylamine. Nimmagadda and McFetridge (2004) argued 

that by integrating SWNT into composite biomaterials, 

conductivity can be modulated to potentially enhance car-

diac tissue remodeling. Three different SWNT preparations 

were analyzed: as purchased (AP-NT), purifi ed (PUR-NT) 

and functionalized with glucosamine (GA-NT), over a range 

of concentrations 0.001–1.0% (wt/vol). This study showed 

that SWNT functionalized with glucosamine have consider-

ably higher cell viability than “as purchased” or “purifi ed” 

preparations at equivalent concentrations. Being hydrophilic 

with improved dispersion, GA-NT holds promise in tissue 

engineering applications where tissue conductivity may play 

a signifi cant role in tissue development.

At present, some emerging concepts of carbon-

nanotoxicology can be identifi ed from the above exposed 

data: toxicity of C-nanoparticles depends on several dif-

ferent factors such as their size, their shape, the surface 

characteristics, the amount of the substances present in 

the particles preparations. Some issues concerning nano-

materials toxicity are still to be elucidated, nevertheless 

the possible risks deriving from carbon based nanotools 

application appear to be a minor problem in comparison 

with the potential benefi ts that these new materials can have 

in the biomedical fi eld.
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Nanoelectromechanical systems
for medical nanorobots: schemes 
and operation
Electromechanical nanothermometer
With a considerable progress achieved in recent years in 

nanotechnology techniques, workable designs of NEMS have 

been evolved in which elements of electric circuits represent 

nanoobjects of progressively smaller scale reaching the size of 

a single molecule. The operation of a number of such NEMS 

is based on changes in physical characteristics of a system 

due to the change in the relative position of its components 

(Isacsson and Nord 2004). In the present paper, a concept of 

an electromechanical nanothermometer based on the interac-

tion and relative motion of the walls of DWNTs is considered 

(Bichoutskaia et al 2006b). It rests on the measurements of 

the conductivity of the walls of a DWNT which, under certain 

conditions, depends on the relative positions of the walls. In 

these cases, the total conductivity changes signifi cantly with 

the temperature due to the thermal vibrations of the walls.

Two cases for overlap of the walls are possible: a shuttle 

DWNT, with equal lengths of the wall overlap and of the short 

wall and a telescopic DWNT, with the length of the overlap 

which is less than the length of the short wall. The schemes of 

the telescopic nanothermometer with the movable inner wall 

and the shuttle nanothermometer with the movable outer wall 

are shown on Figure 1A and 1B, respectively. The telescopic 

nanothermometer with the movable outer wall and the shuttle 

nanothermometer with the movable inner wall can be also pos-

sible. The principle of these nanothermometers operation is the 

following. At zero temperature the relative positions of the walls 

correspond to the ground state of the system. With increase of 

temperature other relative positions of the walls become avail-

able due to the thermal relative vibration of the walls. In this 

case the probability p(z) of any wall relative displacement z is 

proportional to exp (=U(z)/kT) (for the (6,6)@(11,11) DWNT 

used below as example the dependence of the interwall interac-

tion energy U and conductance G on the angle φ is negligible). 

Then the total conductance G
tot

(T) of the system depends on 

temperature and can be found by the following expression

 G T
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where δ is the period of both dependencies G(z) and U(z) 

determined by the symmetry of the DWNT.

First experimental measurements of temperature 

dependence of resistance of SWNTs have been recently 

reported in (Gao et al 2005). These measurements show that 

the resistance of SWNTs does not change for temperatures 

above 80K. Calculations of the dependence of conductance G 

of the shuttle (6,6)@(11,11) DWNT with fi xed relative posi-

tions of the walls on temperature T show a weak dependence 

(Bichoutskaia et al 2006b). Simultaneously the dependences 

of the conductance G (Grace et al 2004), and the interwall 

interaction energy U (Bichoutskaia et al 2006a, 2006b, 2006c) 

on the displacement z of walls along the axis of DWNT have 

considerable oscillations. The weak dependence G(T) for fi xed 

relative positions of the walls simultaneously with oscillations 

in dependencies U(z) and G(z) allows us to propose DWNT-

based electromechanical nanothermometer.

Since there is nonzero probability p(z
max

), where z
max

 

corresponds to maxima of U(z), the diffusion of the shuttle 

along the long wall is possible. Such diffusion is the process 

which can suppresses the adequate operation of the nanother-

mometer. We have calculated the possible minimal size of 

the nanothermometer for wich this diffusion is negligible on 

the example of shuttle scheme (see Figure 1B). Let us place 

the shuttle in the center of the long wall between electrodes. 

For adequate operation of the nanothermometer the average 

displacement d of the shuttle in the result of diffusion during 

the time t of the nanothermometer operation should be less 

than the distance L between the electrode and the shuttle.

 d Dt L= <2 ,  (2)

where D is the diffusion coeffi cient for diffusion of the 

shuttle along the long wall. The expression for D was recently 

obtained (Bichoutskaia et al 2005).
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where ∆U is the barriers to relative sliding of the walls per 

atom of the movable wall, m is the mass of carbon atom, N
a
 is 

(1)
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the number of atoms in the elementary cell of the movable 

wall, l
c
 is the length of the elementary cell, and l is the length 

of the shuttle.

Thus we obtain

 l
T
b

at
L

= ln
2

2 .  (6)

The total length l
tot

 of nanothermometer between the elec-

trodes is

 l
T
b

at
L

Ltot = +ln
2

2 2 . (7)

It is easy to show that this total length is minimal at L = T/b. 

Note that this result is the same for telescopic and shuttle 

schemes of nanothermometer and does not depend on the 

time t of nanothermometer operation. Using ab initio results 

for the barrier ∆U we obtain for (6,6)@(11,11) DWNT a = 

1.46 ± 0.04·10–8 m2/s for the inner movable wall and a = 1.05 

± 0.0310–8 m2/s for the outer movable wall, b = 372 K/nm for 

both both inner and outer movable walls (Bichoutskaia et al 

2006a, 2006b). Thus we obtain that at room temperature T = 

300 K the length L should exceed 1 nm, that is only several 

times greater than the length of the elementary translational 

cell of the (6,6)@(11,11) DWNT, l
c
 = 0.244 nm.

We use Eq. (7) to calculate the total length of nanother-

mometer that operates at average during 100 years at room 

temperature T = 300 K without failure connecting with 

relative diffusion of walls and obtain that l
tot

 is about 40 nm 

or about 150 DWNT unit cells, that is l≈l
tot

 (since l
tot

 is loga-

rithmic function of the parameter a, l
tot

 is approximately the 

same for the cases of inner and outer movable walls). Note 

that this value of l
tot

 correspond to the range used at ab ini-

tio calculation of the conductance of telescopic and shuttle 

(6,6)@(11,11) DWNTs (Grace et al 2004). In the case of 

telescopic scheme of the nanothermometer the length of 

the gap between the fi xed walls should be added to the total 

length l
tot

. Thus the proposed nanothermometer can be really 

of nanometer size and its total size can be determined by the 

length which is necessary to attach electrodes.

We propose the nanothermometer which can be used 

for accurate temperature measurement in spatially localized 

regions with sizes of hundred nanometers. The very small 

size of proposed electromechanical nanothermometer makes 

it to be very promising for application in medical nanoro-

bots. The nanothermometer can be calibrated with the use 

Figure 1 The principal schemes of possible electromechanical nanothermometers: the movable wall (1) and the fi xed wall (2) with the attached electrode (3). A) telescopic 
nanothermometer with the movable inner wall, B) shuttle nanothermometer with the movable outer wall.
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of thermocouple, and since the temperature measurement is 

based on conductance measurement, the same order of accu-

racy as in the case of thermocouple using can be achieved.

The fundamentally different scheme of nanotube based 

nanothermometer was proposed and realized recently 

(Gao and Bando 2002; Gao et al 2003). In that scheme the 

temperature measurement based on measurement thermal 

expansion of column of liquid gallium inside a nanotube. 

The change of Ga-column length was observed in situ with 

the use of a high-vacuum TEM (Gao and Bando 2002) or by 

postmeasurement TEM reading of the length of a Ga oxide 

layer mark visible inside nanotube (Gao et al 2003). Both 

these techniques need in a high-vacuum TEM and therefore 

can not been used in medical nanorobots.

Jet nanoengine
The relative motion of core consisting of inner walls of nano-

tube and shell consisting of outer walls of MWNT has been 

realized experimentally with the help of nanomanipulator 

(Cumings and Zettl 2000). The simulations show the pos-

sibility of fl uids fl ow inside carbon nanotubes (Tuzun et al 

1996, 1997; Kang and Hwang 2004a). The experiment shows 

the internal wetting by water of carbon nanotubes with open 

ends (Barber et al 2005). Nanopump was recently proposed, 

in which the core motion is used for infl ow and ejection of 

liquid inside nanotube (that is core plays the role of a piston) 

(Kang and Hwang 2004a). We propose here that the ejection 

of liquid can be used for propulsion of nanorobot in this liquid 

ie, nanosize analog of jet engine can be made of MWNT. 

Several schemes of the jet nanoengine are shown on Figure 2. 

On one side piston stroke a water is sucked through the hole 

into the nanoengine body made of outer wall of MWNT. 

On another side piston stroke a water is ejected through the 

nozzle made of inner wall of MWNT. Possible ways of the 

nanoengine actuation are discussed below. Note that the gap 

between the plunger and the shell (the interwall distance) is 

3.4 Å. Thus the proposed jet nanoengine excludes the pos-

sibility that water can penetrate inside medical nanorobot.

Drug nanodeliver
Not only simple fl uids but also large polymeric molecules 

such as linear polyethylene (Wei and Srivastava 2003) and 

DNA (Lau et al 2005) can be adsorbed inside carbon nano-

tubes. We believe that molecules of drug can be adsorbed 

inside carbon nanotubes. In this case the long outer wall of 

MWNT can be used as container with molecules of drug 

adsorbed inside it and the short core of inner walls can be used 

as piston for ejection of these molecules from the container. 

Therefore a nanodeliver made of MWNT can be designed. 

Several schemes of such nanodelivers corresponding to vari-

ous ways of piston actuation by electric or magnetic fi eld 

are shown on Figure 3A, 3B and 3C. We believe that the 

source of electric or magnetic fi eld can be not only outside 

an organism, but also medical nanorobot can be used for 

local actuation of some of the nanodeliveres preliminarily 

placed inside organism.

Recent molecular dynamics simulations show the possi-

bility of clusters (Hwang et al 2004) and polymeric molecules 

(Wei and Srivastava 2003) diffusion inside carbon nanotube. 

Therefore the delivery of large biological molecules stored 

inside a nanotube can occur in result of diffusion of this 

molecules inside nanotube and subsequent desorption of 

this molecule from the open end of the nanotube. Evidently 

that both the diffusion and desorption are random processes. 

So the delivery of a drug with a desirable time dependence 

for a one nanotube is not possible. However the charger of 

hundreds such nanotubes may be used as drug nanodeliver 

1

Figure 2 The principal schemes of the jet nanoengines. The nanoengine is com-
posed of the nozzle made of the inner nanotube wall with small diameter (1), the 
medium walls (2) which serve to hold the nozzle, the body (3) made of the outer 
wall with the hole (4), and the piston made of another nanotube (5). Several ways of 
piston actuation are possible: (A) by attached nanomanipulator (6), (B) by a magnetic 
fi eld acting on the magnetic core of the piston, (C) by electric fi eld acting on encap-
sulated ions, (D) by electric fi eld acting on dipole produced by atoms or molecules 
adsorbed on the open edge of the walls constituting the piston, by electric fi eld 
acting on dipole induced by this fi eld in the piston, (6) is the control electrode.
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for continuous delivery of set of different molecules with 

the desirable time dependence (See Figure 3D). Such a 

nanodeliver can be transported in vivo at certain place by a 

medical nanorobot.

Nanosyringe and nanoprobe
In principal the relative motion of all pairs of walls of MWNT 

is possible. We propose that the many-walled nanotube can be 

used as also a telescopic nanosyringe, where outer wall of the 

nanotube is fi xed, the motion of the medium wall relative to the 

outer wall can be used for penetration (that is the medium wall 

plays the role of the nanosyringe needle) and the motion of the 

core of inner walls relative to the medium wall can be used to 

eject molecules adsorbed inside the medium wall (that is the 

core of inner walls plays the role of the nanosyringe piston). 

In such a way the delivery of a few number of molecules of 

drug with nanometer scale accuracy can be possible.

Carbon nanotubes are successfully used as the probe 

tips of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) (Dai 

et al 1996) and the atomic force microscope (AFM) (Dai 

et al 1996; Wong et al 1998a; Wong et al 1998b; Nagy et al 

1998; Hafl ier et al 1999; Jarvis et al 2000). Note that because 

of small diameter (1–10 nm) and high aspect ratio the use 

of carbon nanotube tip allows to study deeper features of 

nanoobjects (Dai et al 1996; Wong et al 1998b; Nagy et al 

1998) and to achieve higher resolution than in the case of 

the use of conventional silicon tips (Wong et al 1998b; Nagy 

et al 1998). Both these advantages of carbon nanotubes tips 

were demonstrated on example of biological systems (Wong 

et al 1998b). Moreover nanotubes elastically buckle if applied 

force exceeds critical force 10 nN (Dai et al 1996). Therefore 

the use of carbon nanotubes tips can prevent a damage of 

delicate organic and biological nanoobjects. We propose that 

the needle of the described above telescopic nanosyringe can 

serve simultaneously as a probe of STM or AFM and thus 

it can be used to determine the place where the molecules 

of drug adsorbed inside the needle should be delivered. The 

other usage of this device combining scanning microscope 

probe and telescopic nanosyringe can be also possible. Firstly 

telescopic carbon nanotube can be used as probe to reveal 

the molecule and to study its properties in vivo and after that 

this nanotube can be used to capture the molecule. Note that 

molecular dynamics simulation shows the insertion of long 

polymeric molecules inside carbon nanotubes in the result 

of Van der Waals interaction (Wei and Srivastava 2003). 

Possible schemes of the nanosyringe and the nanoprobe are 

shown on Figure 4.

Actuation of nanotube-based NEMS
Let us discuss now possible ways of actuation of the 

proposed nanotube-based NEMS. In principal three methods 

Figure 3 The principal schemes of drug nanodelivers. (A), (B) and (C) The nanode-
liveres consisting of a container (1) made of the outer wall of the nanotube, a 
piston (2) made of the inner walls of the nanotube, and a drug (3). Several ways of 
piston actuation are possible: by a magnetic fi eld acting on the magnetic core of the 
piston (A), by electric fi eld acting on encapsulated ions (B) or dipoles produced by 
atoms or molecules adsorbed on the open edge of the walls constituting the piston 
(C). (D) The nanodeliver which delivers a drug as result of its diffusion.

Figure 4 The principal schemes of electromechanical nanodevices which can 
operate as a nanosyringe or a nanoprobe. The nanodevice is composed of the fi xed 
outer wall (1) of the nanotube, the movable medium wall (2) which serves as the 
needle of the nanosyringe or the nanoprobe and contains a drug (3) and the piston 
(4) made of the inner walls of the nanotube. Two ways of piston and needle actua-
tion are shown: by attached nanomanipulator (A), by magnetic fi eld acting on the 
magnetic core of the piston (B).
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are possible: i) the direct actuation with the help of a 

nanomanipulator, ii) the actuation with the help of electric 

fi eld, iii) the actuation with the help of magnetic fi eld. Besides 

the actuation and orientation of nanotube by external elec-

tromagnetic fi eld is possible (this problem will be discussed 

in detail in another place).

The controlled by a nanomanipulator relative motion 

of walls in MNWNTs has been experimentally achieved 

(Cumings and Zettl 2000). The bottleneck of using of nano-

manipulator in medical nanorobots is the size of the nano-

manipulator and the way how it gets a power. We believe 

that “artifi cial muscles” based on electrochemical actuation 

of conjugated polymers may be perspective (Baughman 

1996). The calculations based on density functional theory 

shows the elongation of the SWNT if the electric fi eld is 

directed along its axis (Guo and Guo 2003). Such elongation 

has the linear dependence on the magnitude of the electric 

fi eld and can be up to 13% for electric fi eld 0.4 V/Å. This 

electrostrictive deformation makes carbon nanotubes high-

performance actuator material. Therefore “artifi cial muscles” 

can be in one’s turn based also on carbon nanotubes: bond 

length changes at electrochemical double-layer charging 

of sheets made of single-wall carbon nanotubes have been 

demonstrated (Baughman et al 1999). The actuation of jet 

nanoengine with the help of the nanomanipulator is shown 

on Figure 2A.

The second possibility of the nanotube-based NEMS 

actuation is the usage of electric fi eld. In this case it is necessary to 

charge the movable core of wall or to produce a dipole from it.

The calculations based on density functional theory shows 

the polarization of the SWNT if the electric fi eld is directed 

along its axis (Guo and Guo 2003). Recently it was experi-

mentally shown that a dipole can be induced in MWNTs 

with the help of electric fi eld (Fan et al 2005). Moreover 

the rotation of the MWNT in water about the axis which is 

perpendicular to the MWNT axis was demonstrated in this 

experiment. For this purpose four electrodes placed crosswise 

were used. We believe that in the case of telescopically pulled 

out inner core of walls of a carbon nanotube, a charge can be 

induced on the end of this core and the relative motion of the 

core and the shell can be achieved with the use of nonuniform 

electric fi eld produced by a control electrode. Such a way of 

jet nanoengine actuation is shown on Figure 2E.

The calculated electrostatic potentials of carbon nano-

tubes are suffi ciently different at open and closed ends 

(Peralta-Inga et al 2003). Therefore a carbon nanotube wall 

with one open and another closed ends is a dipole and can be 

actuated with the help of nonuniform electric fi eld.

It was proposed that movable wall can be charged through 

doping chemically (Zheng and Jiang 2002; Zheng et al 2002). 

For discussed purpose of actuation of relative motion of the 

inner core of walls of carbon nanotube the charge transfer 

in result of adsorption on the ends and inside the movable 

core of inner walls is suitable.

The charge transfer calculations show that the carbon 

nanotube becomes a dipole in the case of dissociative adsorp-

tion of Br
2 
(Park et al 2005) and H

2
O (Hwang and Lee 2005) 

molecules on one open edge of the nanotube. Moreover 

the calculations of electrostatic potentials show distinctive 

polarized pattern, the direction of which is dependent on the 

atoms adsorbed on the open edge of the carbon nanotube 

(Murray et al 2004). Therefore we propose to increase the 

dipole moment of the movable inner core by an adsorption of 

electron donors and acceptors on the opposite open edges of 

wall constituent the movable inner core. In this case the mov-

able inner core of the nanotube can be moved by nonuniform 

electric fi eld. The jet nanoengine actuated by movable inner 

core with electron donors adsorbed on the open edges of the 

walls constituent the core is shown on Figure 2D.

The calculations show that the valence electron of the 

encapsulated potassium atom of K@C
60

 is completely trans-

ferred to the C
60

 shell (Li and Tomanek 1994). Therefore it 

was proposed that the transfer of the valence electron of the 

encapsulated potassium atom to the outer SWNT takes place 

in the system K@C
60

@SWNT (Kwon et al 1999). Thus the 

possibility that metal atoms encapsulated inside MWNTs 

can become ions with the transfer of valence electrons to the 

structure which holds the system has been discussed (Kang 

and Hwang 2004b). Evidently that the movable core of inner 

walls with ions encapsulated inside can be actuated with the 

help of electric fi eld. The actuation of the inner wall with the 

encapsulated potassium atom inside relative to outer wall in 

the 7K+@(5,5)@(10,10) nanotube has been simulated with 

the help of molecular dynamics technique (Kang and Hwang 

2004b). The jet nanoengine actuated by the movable inner 

core with encapsulated ions is shown on Figure 2C.

The set of methods to fi ll the interior of carbon MWNTs 

with magnetic materials have been elaborated (Tsang et al 

1994; Zhang et al 1996; Demoncy et al N. 1998). In the case 

where a movable inner core of walls is fi lled with magnetic 

material its motion can be controlled by a magnetic fi eld. Note 

that the local spin density functional calculations show the 

increase of the magnetic moments of iron atoms in the iron-

fi lled carbon nanotubes in comparison with a bulk iron (Kang 

et al 2005). The jet nanoengine with the movable inner core 

fi lled with a magnetic material is shown on Figure 2B.
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The other way of the actuation of the relative sliding of 

nanotube walls with the help of the magnetic fi eld which is 

nonuniform along the axis of the nanotube was proposed by 

Legoas et al (2004). If the metallic wall or the the wall fi lled 

with metal moves in a nonuniform magnetic fi eld B variation 

of magnetic fl ux Φ induced the current i

 i
d
dt

A
dB
dt

A
dB
dz

= − = − = −σ σ σΦ υ , (8)

where σ is the conductance, A is cross-section of the wall and 

υ is velocity of the wall. The magnetic energy is given by

 U B AiB A B
dB
dzm = − = − = −µ σ 2υ ,  (9)

where µ = Ai is the magnetic dipole moment. Then the force 

F
m
 acting on the wall is given by

 F
dU
dz

A
dB
dz

B
d B
dzm
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Progress in nanotechnology of 
nanotube-based NEMS production
Let us discuss the present-day progress in nanotechnology 

techniques that can be used for assembling of NEMS based 

on relative motion of carbon nanotubes walls.

To achive the possibility for relative motion of carbon 

nanotubes walls the caps which are closing the ends of walls 

should be removed. Several methods of opening of carbon 

nanotubes by oxidation have been elaborated (Tsang et al 

1993; Ajayan et al 1993; Tsang et al 1994; Liu et al 1998; 

Geng et al 2004; Raymundo-pinero et al 2005). These 

methods include oxidation by an air at temperature 750 °C 

(Ajayan et al 1993), by the carbon oxide at temperature 

750 °C (Tsang et al 1993), by the concentrated nitric acids 

(Tsang et al 1994), and by the mixture of sulfuric and nitric 

acids simultaneously with the sonifi cation (Liu et al 1998; 

Geng et al 2004). MWNTs were opened also by heat treat-

ment in NaOH at temperature between 600 °C and 750 °C 

(Raymundo-pinero et al 2005). It is shown, that opened ends 

of walls can be closed by vacuum annealing at temperature 

750 °C (Liu et al 1998; Geng et al 2004).

The separated walls (ie, single-wall nanotubes) should be 

cut into segments with desirable lengths before the assembling 

of NEMS. The cutting of nanotubes into segments with 

the length range from 100 to 300 nm has been obtained by 

oxidation simultaneously with sonifi cation (Liu et al 1998). 

The method of precise and controlled cutting of MWNTs 

and SWNTs has been elaborated (El-Hami and Mitsushige 

2003). Walls of nanotubes covered by organo-halogen were 

cut by conventional transmission electron microscopy. With 

this reproducible method the desirable length of walls could 

be obtained with an error ± 3 nm.

The attachment of the nanotubes to the nanomanipulators 

(which is necessary at the last stage of the NEMS assembling) 

were achieved in the set of the experiments (Cumings and 

Zettl 2000; Yu et al 1999). The voltage was applied to the 

nanomanipulator arranged near raw nanotube material. The 

nanotube is polarized by the electric fi eld and jumps to a 

nanomanipulator due to an electrostatic attraction. Then the 

nanotube holds by van der Waals forces. A stronger bond 

can be made using the electron beam to perform localized 

electron impact-induced dissociation and deposition of 

gases present in the chamber (‘nanowelding’ technique) (Yu 

et al 1999). The three-dimensional manipulation by carbon 

nanotube with the use of two nanomanipulators has been also 

demonstrated (Yu et al 1999).

Since the interwall interaction energy potential relief is 

determined by chirality indexes of the walls (Kolmogorov 

and Crespi 2000; Damnjanović et al 2002; Vuković et al 

2003; Belikov et al 2004; Bichoutskaia et al 2005), some 

special chirality indexes of the walls are necessary for some 

of nanotube-based NEMS listed above (for example, for the 

electromechanical nanothermometer). The direct method 

to determine chirality indexes of a carbon nanotube from 

a nanobeam electron diffraction pattern was recently dem-

onstrated (Liu and Qin 2005). The accuracy of this method 

allows to determine the chirality indexes unambiguously for 

single-wall nanotubes with diameters up to 4 nm.

The electrical-breakdown technique which allows to 

remove several walls of MWNT have been elaborated 

recently (Cumings et al 2000; Collings et al 2001a, 2001b; 

Bourlon et al 2004a). The direct current passing through 

MWNT causes the heating of the MWNT in vacuum or 

heating and oxidation in air. As a result the central part of 

the MWNT between the electrodes (where is the peak of 

temperature) is destroyed. The length of the removed part is 

about 100 nm (Collings et al 2001a). If the distance between 

the electrodes is less than 100 nm the walls are removed along 

the whole space between electrodes (Collings et al 2001b). 

It was shown that the walls of the MWNT are removed 

stepwise with one removed walls at each step (Collings et al 
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2001a, 2001b; Bourlon et al 2004a). Therefore the desirable 

number of walls can be removed. Such a technique was used 

to destroy the outer walls near two ends of MWNT and thus 

fabricate MWNT-based nanomotor with movable shell of 

outer walls (Bourlon et al 2004b).

Let us also propose the possible way to produce a hole in 

the outer wall of a MWNT (such a hole is necessary for nano-

tube based jet nanoengine operation). The method of nanoscale 

modifi cation of carbon nanotubes by focused electron beam 

irradiation has been recently developed (Li 2004). With the 

help of this method a set of knobs with diameter about 20 

nanometers and controllable separation between knobs has 

bee fabricated on the nanotube surface. Evidently, that the 

matter of knobs is amorphous or graphite-like with numerous 

defects. In this case this matter can be easily removed by the 

mentioned above techniques which are used for nanotube caps 

removal (Tsang et al 1993, 1994; Ajayan et al 1993; Liu et al 

1998; Geng et al 2004; Raymundo-Pinero et al 2005). As the 

result the hole in the outer wall can be produced.

As it is discussed above metal atoms encapsulated inside 

the movable core of inner walls can become ions as a result 

of the transfer of valence electron to the nanotube and then to 

the structure which holds the fi xed walls. In this case the mov-

able inner core can be moved by electric fi eld. The following 

technique for production of such nanotubes with encapsulated 

ions has been proposed (Kang and Hwang 2004b). At the 

fi rst stage the nanotube should be fi lled by metallofullerenes 

by exposing in their vapor at high temperature. This method 

is demonstrated on the example of fi lling of the SWNTs 

by Sc
2
@C

84 
(Suenaga et al 2003). At the second stage the 

SWNTs fi lled with metallofullerenes (pea-pod nanotube) 

should be annealed into DWNTs encapsulated metal atoms. 

The annealing of pea-pod nanotubes into DWNTs by electron 

irradiation (Sloan et al 2000) and by heating (Bandow et al 

2000) has been demonstrated.

The production of carbon MWNTs fi lled with magnetic 

material is perspective for control of motion of nanotube-

based electromechanical nanodevices with the use of mag-

netic fi eld. The following methods of such production can 

be listed. The suspending of nanotubes in nitric acid solution 

containing hydrated nickel nitrate or cobalt nitrate or iron 

nitrate leads to fi lling of nanotubes by oxides of Ni, Co of 

Fe, respectively (Tsang et al 1994). Nanotubes fi lled with the 

oxides of Ni, Co or Fe were treated under hydrogen at 400   °C. 

As a result the oxide has been reduced to the native metal. 

Nanotubes fi lled with Fe were produced in arc discharge in 

the presence of He and Fe(CO)
5
 gases (Zhang et al 1996). 

Nanotubes fi lled with Ni were produced in arc discharge 

by doping a graphite anode with Ni and S (Demoncy et al 

1998).

We believe that all the techniques listed above allow 

to produce the proposed nanotube-based NEMS in nearest 

future.

Summary
In the present paper we consider possible application of 

carbon nanotubes-based NEMS in medical nanorobots. 

Experimental studies of biocompatibility of fullerenes and 

carbon nanotubes are analyzed. Carbon nanotubes have been 

shown to have the potential to stimulate infl ammatory reac-

tions by human and animal cells and to induce the formation 

of granuloma in the lungs, when inhaled. Nevertheless their 

toxicity against human cells, that is the capacity of inducing 

apoptosis and/or cell death, has been demonstrated to be 

lower than that of graphite particles. Thus we believe that 

nanotube-based nanorobots can be used in nanomedicine on 

condition that nanotube-contained components of nanorobots 

should be removed from the organism after the using.

The set of carbon nanotube-based NEMS for medical 

nanorobots is proposed. This set includes electromechanical 

nanothermometer, jet nanoengine, nanosyringe that can be 

used simultaneously as nanoprobe for study of single biologi-

cal molecules and drug nanodeliver for apiece delivery of 

drug molecules. It is shown that such a NEMS can be really 

of nanometer size. The possible methods of actuation of these 

nanotube-based NEMS are discussed. The different schemes 

of the proposed NEMS corresponding to the different meth-

ods of their actuation (with the nanomanipulator, by use of 

electric or magnetic fi eld) are considered. The discussion of 

the progress in nanotechnology techniques that are necessary 

for the production of the proposed NEMS shows that they 

can be realized in nearest future.
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